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Research in sickle cell anemia (SCA) has used, with limited race-matched control

data, binary categorization of patients according to the presence or absence of silent

cerebral infarction (SCI). SCI have primarily been identified using low-resolution MRI,

with radiological definitions varying in lesion length and the requirement for abnormality

on both fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and T1-weighted images. We aimed

to assess the effect of published SCI definitions on global, regional, and lobar lesion

metrics and their value in predicting cognition. One hundred and six patients with

SCA and 48 controls aged 8–30 years underwent 3T MRI with a high-resolution

FLAIR sequence and Wechsler cognitive assessment. Prevalence, number, and volume

of lesions were calculated using a semi-automated pipeline for SCI defined as: (1)

Liberal: any length (L-SCI); (2) Traditional: >3mm in greatest dimension (T-SCI); (3)

Restrictive; >3mm in greatest dimension with a corresponding T1-weighted hypo-

intensity (R-SCI). Globally, as hypothesized, there were large effects of SCI definition

on lesion metrics in patients and controls, with prevalence varying from 24–42% in

patients, and 4–23% in controls. However, contrary to hypotheses, there was no

effect of any global metric on cognition. Regionally, there was a consistent distribution

of SCI in frontal and parietal deep and juxta-cortical regions across definitions and

metrics in patients, but no consistent distribution in controls. Effects of regional SCI

metrics on cognitive performance were of small magnitude; some were paradoxical.

These findings expose the challenges associated with the widespread use of SCI

presence as a biomarker of white-matter injury and cognitive dysfunction in cross-

sectional high-resolution MRI studies in patients with SCA. The findings indicate that

with high-resolution MRI: (1) radiological definitions have a large effect on resulting

lesion groups, numbers, and volumes; (2) there is a non-negligible prevalence of

lesions in young healthy controls; and (3) at the group-level, there is no cross-sectional

association between global lesion metrics and general cognitive impairment irrespective

of lesion definition and metric. With high-resolution multi-modal MRI, the dichotomy
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of presence or absence of SCI does not appear to be a sensitive biomarker for the

detection of functionally significant pathology; the search for appropriate endpoints for

clinical treatment trials should continue.

Keywords: anemia, sickle cell, silent cerebral infarction, ischemia, white matter hyperintensities, magnetic

resonance imaging, cognition, intelligence quotient

INTRODUCTION

People with sickle cell anemia (SCA) are at risk of silent cerebral
infarction (SCI) (1). Traditionally, SCI in children with SCA has
been defined using the Silent Infarct Transfusion trial criteria: an
area of abnormally high signal intensity on T2-weighted (T2-w)
and/or fluid-attenuated-inversion-recovery (FLAIR) MRI (1.5T)
measuring at least 3mm in greatest dimension, visible on two
planes, and with no corresponding focal deficit (i.e., traditional
SCI definition, T-SCI; Figure 1) (2, 3). The majority of SCI are
“deep” white matter hyperintensities (WMH), but “juxtacortical”
and “periventricular” SCI have also been described (4, 5).

SCI occur in patients with SCA as young as 7 months (6), and
are associated with future neurological complications, including

new and enlarging SCI as well as ischemic stroke (7). Prevalence

appears to increase throughout life, with SCI detected in 25%

FIGURE 1 | Examples of different lesions in two patients with sickle cell anemia. The top row shows regions of interest overlaid on T1-weighted images, with the

juxta-cortical region shown in light blue, the deep region shown in light green, the periventricular region shown in light red, lesions that survived the FLAIR threshold

(equation 1) shown in bright yellow, and lesions that survived the T1 threshold (equation 2) shown in dark blue. The middle row shows corresponding FLAIR images,

with arrows showing the locations of lesions. The bottom row shows corresponding T1w images, with arrows showing the locations of lesions that survived the T1

threshold and restrictive definition. (A) Showing deep lesions meeting the liberal and traditional definitions in a male patient with sickle cell anemia aged 19. Despite

having high FLAIR lesion burden for both the liberal and traditional definitions, this patient had relatively low lesion burden on T1, with none of the lesions shown

meeting the restrictive definition. (B) Showing deep lesions meeting the liberal, traditional, and restrictive definitions in a male patient with sickle cell anemia aged 20.

This patient had a high FLAIR lesion burden, with some voxels within lesion masks meeting the restrictive definition.

of patients by 6 years (5), 39% by 18 years (8), and 53% by 30

years (9). Using low-resolution sequences, presence of SCI has
also frequently been associated with cognitive impairment across
several domains (10), which may manifest as poor academic
attainment (11). The American Society for Hematology (ASH)

guidelines have therefore proposed that patients with SCA or

HbSβ0 thalassemia should undergo MRI to detect SCI (12),
while the use of presence of SCI as a biomarker for risk of

cognitive difficulties was recently discussed at the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA/ASH) meeting on endpoints for

clinical trials in SCA (13). Findings have, however, been mixed,

with several more recent studies failing to detect differences

between patients with and without SCI in various cognitive
domains, including general intelligence (IQ), processing speed

and working memory (14–16).
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Beyond the pediatric T-SCI definition, a more restrictive
SCI definition (R-SCI) (Figure 1), based on studies in adults
without SCA, was proposed in the first large-scale study of
cognition in adults with SCA, requiring a hyperintensity of more
than 5mm in greatest dimension on T2w-MRI along with a
corresponding hypo-intensity on T1-weighted (T1w) MRI (17).
However, presence of R-SCI does not appear to predict general
cognitive performance (i.e., IQ) in adults (17) or children (18)
with SCA independently. Several studies employing a more
liberal definition of SCI (e.g., hyperintensity of any length, L-SCI)
have also failed to find associations with cognition (14, 19, 20).

Discrepancies in prevalence and association with cognition
may relate to differences in the precise definition of SCI,
clinical care, sample characteristics including age and cognitive
range, and advances in technology (21). Studies using lower
field strength magnets and lower-resolution sequences (e.g., 3–
5mm slice thicknesses with a slice gap) will by definition miss
some lesions meeting liberal and traditional criteria, and there
is evidence that lesion detectability increases with increasing
magnet strength; in a study of adults with SCA, the prevalence
of L-SCI increased from 60% at 3T (1mm resolution) to 90% at
7T (0.8mm resolution) (22).

There are relatively few data on the prevalence of SCI or any
association with cognition in age- and race- matched controls
and it is unclear whether the combination of increased lesion
detectability and more liberal criteria improves or disrupts the
ability to predict cognitive outcomes based on SCI presence alone
in SCA. Greater detection of SCI in patients may include those
with associated impairment, but smaller WMHs, also reported
in children without SCA (23), and associated with healthy aging
(24), may be less functionally significant.

In other populations where WMHs are common, including
healthy older adults and those with dementia, there is typically
no minimum lesion length requirement, and neurobehavioral
correlates vary with lesion burden, regional classification, and
lobar distribution (24, 25). Several recent studies employing
higher resolution sequences in SCA populations have therefore
considered one T-SCI per decade of life to be “normal,” and
thus grouped participants according to whether they have an
abnormal burden of T-SCI for age (15, 26). However, if the
overall burden is important, L-SCI volume may plausibly serve
as a more sensitive combination of lesion definition and metric.
Whilst a few studies have considered relationships between global
SCI volume and cognitive outcome in SCA (27–29), they all are
based on relatively low resolutionMRI sequences with thick slices
(3–5mm). Only one considered the potential impact of lesion
distribution, albeit by grouping patients according to whether
they had frontal (n = 7) or more widely distributed (n = 18)
lesions (27).

Although the majority of clinical studies are now performed
at 3T, and the global and regional burden of SCI can be
quantified using semi-automated methods, no high-resolution
imaging studies have investigated the effect of published SCI
definitions, quantification metrics, and regional classification
criteria on prediction of cognitive outcome in SCA. Determining
the most sensitive combination of definition and metric using
modern scanners is important, particularly as clinical trials have

included or proposed including the appearance of new SCI
as endpoints, partly on the basis that they are traditionally
associated with cognitive impairment in SCA (13, 30, 31). In
addition, an SCI endpoint may appear less subjective than a
patient-reported outcome, and may also be more cost effective
than full cognitive assessment requiring considerable time and
effort for performance and interpretation. This was echoed in
the aforementioned FDA meeting on endpoints, but the need for
further validation using higher-resolution 3D sequences was also
emphasized (13).

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate, using
previous radiological definitions, high-resolution FLAIR and
semi-automated methods, the potential clinical utility of SCI as
a biomarker of general cognition. Specifically, we hypothesized
that there would be significant differences in global lesionmetrics
depending on the definition employed, with the most liberal
definition (L-SCI) identifying significantly greater lesion burden.
We also hypothesized that global lesion metrics based on the L-
SCI definition would best predict general cognitive performance.
In addition, we explored regional and lobar lesion metrics
based on different SCI definitions and their value in predicting
general cognition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample
People with homozygous SCA (HbSS) or HbSß0-thalassemia
were recruited to three on-going and concurrent studies at UCL
Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health between 2015
and 2019: the Sleep and Asthma Cohort follow-up (SAC) (32),
the Prevention of Morbidity in Sickle Cell Anaemia baseline
investigation (POMS) (31) and a study of sleep in SCA (33).
Controls were siblings and race-matched peers (i.e., Black British)
of patients recruited to SAC. Patients were ineligible for SAC
and POMS study participation if they were receiving nocturnal
respiratory support at the time of enrollment, participating in
a clinical trial evaluating blood transfusion or oxygen therapy,
or had chronic lung disease (other than asthma) or existing
respiratory failure. Additional exclusion criteria for the POMS
study were hospital admissions for acute sickle complications
within 1 month of enrollment, more than 6 hospital admissions
for acute sickle complications within 12 months of enrollment,
overnight oximetry showing mean overnight saturation of <90%
for more than 30% of total sleep time, severe sleep apnea defined
by 4% oxygen desaturation index >15/h, and chronic blood
transfusion or transfusion within 3months of enrollment. For the
SAC and sleep studies patients were enrolled without regard to
past sickle- or sleep-related morbidity or transfusion status. West
London NHS (SAC; 05/Q0408/42, 11/EM/0084, 15/LO/0347),
Yorkshire NHS, (POMS; 15/YH/0213), and University College
London (community recruitment 14475/001) research ethics
committees provided ethical approval, and participants/parents
provided written informed consent.

Cognitive Measures
IQ was estimated using the two-subtest Wechsler Abbreviated
Scale of Intelligence (WASI; POMS participants) (34), the
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Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-IV; SAC
participants <16 years) (35), or the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS-IV; SAC participants >16 years) (36). Subtests
from the WISC-IV (POMS and SAC participants <16 years
old) or WAIS-IV (POMS and SAC participants >16 years
old) measuring working memory (Digit Span, Arithmetic) and
processing speed (Coding, Symbol Search) were used to calculate
composite indices (working memory index, WMI and processing
speed index, PSI, respectively). Participants were classified as
cognitively impaired if either their WMI, PSI, or IQ score fell
below 70, corresponding to the 2nd percentile (i.e., 2 standard
deviations below the normative mean). For 1 patient and 1
control with invalid performance on the coding subtest, and
1 control with invalid performance on the Symbol Search
subtest, Cancellation subtest scores were used to calculate PSI.
Participants were assessed as close to the date of MRI as possible,
with 76% undergoing both on the same day, and all undergoing
both within 4.5 months.

Hematological Measures
Peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) was recorded at rest using
a single fingertip pulse oximeter (Masimo Pronto) reading for
at least 3min on the day of MRI (SAC) or the closest trial
visit (POMS). For patients with SCA, use of disease-modifying
treatments (i.e., chronic blood transfusion, hydroxyurea) and
blood counts were collected from medical records using the
closest scheduled routine clinic visit to date of MRI.

Socioeconomic Measures
Educational attainment, estimated from UK postcode using the
English Indices of Deprivation (37) provided an index of socio-
economic status. This measure has demonstrated sensitivity in
SCA patients (16), and reflects educational attainment in local
areas based on several indicators: (1) average scores for pupils in
state-funded schools at ages 7–11 and 14–16 years, (2) absence
from state-funded secondary schools, (3) the proportion of
people staying on in education/training post 16 years, entry to
higher education, and (4) proportion of working adults with
no/low qualifications and language proficiency. Total scores are
ranked from 1 to 10, with 1 representing the most deprived.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI was performed on a 3T Siemens Prisma (Erlangen,
Germany) with 80mT/m gradients and a 64-channel receive head
coil. The protocol included coronal high-resolution 3D FLAIR
(TR= 5,000ms, TE= 395ms, voxel size= 0.65× 0.65× 1.0mm,
scan time = 6min 22 s), axial 2D T2-w turbo spin echo (TR = 8
420ms, TE= 68ms, voxel size= 0.50× 0.50× 4.0mm, scan time
= 2min, 50 s), T1-w magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition
gradient echo (MPRAGE; TR = 2,300ms, TE = 2.74ms, TI =
909ms, flip angle = 8◦, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1mm, scan time
= 5min, 21 s) and 3D time-of-flight MRA sequences (TR =

21.0ms, TE= 3.4ms, scan time= 5min, 33 s).

SCI Definitions
The full pipeline for definition, quantification, and classification
of SCI in participants without focal neurological symptoms

is shown in Figure 2. First, an experienced pediatric
neuroradiologist, blind to disease status, identified regions
of abnormally high signal intensity indicating an ischemic lesion
and recorded the lobe in which lesions were located. Lesions
were identified on the coronal FLAIR and confirmed on the
axial T2-weighted image, i.e., visible in two planes as lesions in
accordance with the silent infarct transfusion (SIT) trial protocol
(2). Clearly distinguishable SCI “mimics” were excluded (e.g.,
linear perivascular spaces running in the direction of small
veins). Using Horos (https://horosproject.org), lesions were
then manually measured on the coronal FLAIR, counted, and
considered against three definitions;

(1) L-SCI: any length (19, 29).
(2) T-SCI: at least 3mm in greatest dimension (i.e., SIT-trial

definition) (2).
(3) R-SCI: at least 3mm in greatest dimension with a

corresponding hypo-intensity on T1w MRI (17).

Quantification of Global SCI
To extract participant-specific estimates of total intracranial
volume, as well as masks of the cortex, white matter, and
ventricles (lateral and fourth), cortical reconstruction and
volumetric segmentation were performed on T1-w images using
Freesurfer (Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts, USA;
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Regions of interest (ROIs)
were then manually drawn around the identified lesions on
native FLAIR images, before FLAIR and T1w images were bias-
corrected using SPM (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), and linearly
affine-aligned using FSL (FMRIB, Oxford, UK; https://fsl.fmrib.
ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL). Based on a previously published SCA-
specific pipeline (29), for each participant the mean FLAIR
intensity across cortex was calculated, and the following lower
threshold was used to determine which voxels within ROIs
should be included in a total FLAIR lesion burden mask
(Figure 2);

LowerThrflair = 1.02 × meanFLAIRcortex (1)

Next, the FSL cluster tool separated the total FLAIR lesion mask
into individual FLAIR lesion masks that corresponded with each
lesion initially identified by the neuroradiologist. For consistency
with the FLAIR hyperintensity definition, and to operationalize
and automate the visual definition of a corresponding T1 hypo-
intensity provided by Choudhury et al. (18) (i.e., that lesions
appear either iso- or hypo- intense to surrounding gray matter),
the mean cortical T1 intensity for each participant was calculated.
The following upper threshold was then used to determine which,
if any, voxels within individual FLAIR lesion masks should
be included in a T1-thresholded FLAIR lesion cluster mask
(Figure 2):

UpperThrt1 = 1.02 × meanT1cortex (2)

The total number and volume of lesions surviving the semi-
automated pipeline were then calculated for lesions that met the
L-SCI, T-SCI, and R-SCI definitions.
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FIGURE 2 | Semi-automated pipeline. Showing regions of interest (ROIs) at each stage of the semi-automated pipeline overlaid on a FLAIR image from a

representative participant with sickle cell anemia (male, 25 years old). The initial ROIs drawn around the lesions identified by the neuroradiologist are shown in red. The

ROIs following application of the FLAIR threshold are shown in yellow, and the ROIs following application of the T1 threshold in blue. The masks used for regional

classification, along with the corresponding simplified bullseye plot, are shown in light blue for the juxta-cortical region, light green for the deep region, and light pink

for the periventricular region.

Classification and Quantification of
Regional SCI
To classify lesions as periventricular, deep, or juxtacortical,
FSL was used to create participant-specific maps quantifying
distances from the ventricle and cortex masks from Freesurfer.
Although established absolute distance rules for classification of
lesions exist from work with adult non-SCA samples, we elected
not to apply these given the younger age range of our sample.
Instead, for each participant’s “distance from ventricle” map, an
upper threshold corresponding to the 5th percentile of voxels in
white matter was used to create a periventricular region mask
(Figure 2). Voxels within the periventricular region mask were
then excluded from the participant-specific cortex distance map
to avoid overlap. Next, an upper threshold corresponding to
the 75th percentile of voxels in white matter was applied to
the cortex distance map to create a juxtacortical region mask.
Remaining white matter voxels were then used to generate a
deep white matter region mask. These distance thresholds were

chosen as they gave the most accurate classification compared
with neuroradiologist classification for a random subsample of
patients (N = 10, pipeline accurately classified lesions in all
cases). We had also experimented with the 10th percentile of
white matter for the distance from ventricles mask, and the 85th
percentile of voxels for the distance from cortex mask. For the
10th percentile periventricular threshold, 1 lesion that was classed

as periventricular by the neuroradiologist fell in the deep regional

mask. Similarly, for the 85th percentile juxta-cortical threshold, 1

lesion that was classed as deep by the neuroradiologist fell in the

juxta-cortical mask.
The number and volume of lesions of each class were then

quantified. For the number of lesions, in the event of overlap
between FLAIR lesion masks and periventricular, juxtacortical,
and/or deep region masks, lesions were classified according
to whichever regional mask contained the greatest number of
FLAIR lesion voxels (Figure 1). If regions contained an equal
number of lesion voxels, the neuroradiologist was consulted
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TABLE 1 | Representation of lesion metrics included in regression models.

Model Lesion metrics included as predictors

1. SCIy/n

2. SCIy/n + SCIy/n* SCAy/n

3. SCIy/n + SCInumber

4. SCIy/n + SCIy/n * SCAy/n + SCInumber + SCInumber * SCAy/n

5. SCIy/n + SCIvolume

6. SCIy/n + SCIy/n* SCAy/n + SCIvolume + SCIvolume* SCAy/n

+ = addition; * = multiplication.

SCIy/n, binary variable representing presence or absence of silent cerebral infarction;

SCInumber , continuous variable representing the number of lesions; SCIvolume, continuous

variable representing the volume of lesions; SCAy/n, binary variable representing presence

or absence of sickle cell anemia.

for classification (N = 3 cases). For the volume of lesions, the
number of voxels within each regional mask was used, allowing
for within-lesion overlap between regions. A simplified “bulls-
eye” representation of lesion burden (38) in 12 regional-lobar
zones was created (Figure 2), with the lobe as designated by
the neuroradiologist.

Statistical Analysis
Analyses were performed in RStudio Desktop 1.0.153 using
packages including “companion to applied regression” (39) and
“global validation of linear models” (40). Prior to statistical
analyses, variables were assessed for normality and equality of
variance. Non-normal lesion metrics (i.e., number and volume)
were log-transformed. Estimates of global lesion metrics (i.e.,
total prevalence, number, and volume) were compared between
L-SCI, T-SCI, and R-SCI definitions using Cochran’s-Q and
Friedman tests, and between patients and controls using Chi-
Squared, Fishers Exact (N < 10), and Mann-Whitney U tests.
Effect sizes were estimated usingmaximum-correctedmeasure of
effect size (η2Q), Kendall’s W(w), Cramér’s-phi (φ), Cohens d (d),
and correlation coefficients (r), and interpreted using Cohen’s
conventions (small d = 0.2, η2Q/w/φ/r = 0.1, medium d = 0.5,

η2Q/w/φ/r/= 0.3, large d= 0.8, η2Q w/φ/r= 0.5) (41).

Global Models
For each SCI definition, regression models estimating IQ, WMI,
PSI, and cognitive impairment from an increasingly complex
combination of global lesion metrics were computed (Table 1).
Models including binary indicators denoting the presence of
SCI or the presence of at least 1 SCI that met the relevant
definition per decade of life (Table 1; Model 1) were compared
to models where binary indicators were included alongside
continuous quantifiers, representing either the global number
(Table 1; Model 3) or volume (Table 1; Model 5) of SCI according
to the relevant definition.

To explore potential effects of SCA status on the effect of SCI
metric, where distributions allowed, models were also computed
with interaction terms composed of [mean-centered SCA status]
X [lesion metric] (Table 1; Models 2, 4, and 6). Models were also
re-computed in a subset including SCA patients only.

Regional Models
As for the global lesion models, exploratory regional models
including binary indicators denoting regional (i.e., deep, juxta-
cortical and periventricular) or lobar (i.e., frontal, parietal,
temporal, and occipital) lesion presence, were compared to
corresponding models including indicator variables alongside
continuous quantifiers denoting SCI number or volume. Models
were also computed with a predictor based on the total
number of regional-lobar zones with lesion voxels. Previous
reports indicate a significantly unequal regional and lobar
distribution of lesions in patients with SCA (4). Therefore, we
expected a bimodal distribution of relatively commonly affected
regions/lobes vs. relatively rarely affected regions/lobes. To avoid
large between-region/lobe differences in statistical power and
statistical inferences based on very small numbers of participants,
only the most commonly affected regions and lobes were
included in regional models.

Model Statistics
Across all models, a probability threshold of p < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant, and model assumptions and
variance inflation factors (VIF) were assessed. If there was
significant multi-collinearity (i.e., VIF > 5) between binary
indicator or continuous quantifier variables, binary indicator
variables were dropped from models. The predictive value
of definitions was assessed by comparing beta-values and
semi-partial correlation coefficients for any significant lesion
predictors between the models. Based on prior literature (16, 18,
42), pre-selected covariates comprising age, sex, total intracranial
volume, SpO2, and education deciles, were included in all models.
In models re-computed in the SCA patient subset, hemoglobin
was additionally included as a covariate. Prior to their inclusion
in models, exploratory correlation analyses were performed
between variables. Correlations for comparison of the number
and volume of T-SCI, L-SCI, and R-SCI with FSIQ,WMI and PSI
were additionally computed separately for children ≤15.99 years
and adults >16 years. The relevant group means were imputed
for four patients with missing hemoglobin and seven controls
with missing SpO2. To match prior research (18), and maximize
our ability to detect effects of SCI should they exist, we did not
correct for multiple comparisons.

RESULTS

Participants
Of 172 recruited participants, 106 patients with SCA (53male, age
range 8–29 years, 105 HbSS, 1 HbSß0-thalassemia) and 48 race-
and age- matched controls (20 male, age range 8–30 years; 27
HbAA, 19 HbAS, 2 HbAC; 31 siblings of patients) were included
in the final sample (Figure 3).

Two patients had large vessel vasculopathy, six were receiving
chronic transfusion, 16 had been transfused within 3 months,
and 42 were prescribed hydroxyurea. SpO2 was significantly
lower in patients than controls, and hemoglobin was lower than
normative values, but there were no significant differences in age,
sex, or education deciles (Table 2).
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FIGURE 3 | Participant flow-chart. Showing the flow of participants, with reasons for exclusion, and the final groups for analysis.

Cognitive Performance
Analyses that assessed differences in cognitive performance
between patients with SCA and controls found that patients
had lower scores of 7 WMI points, 8 PSI points (ps <

0.005), and 4 IQ points (p = 0.06, Table 2; Figure 4) than
controls. Effect sizes for these cognitive differences were
moderate to large. For controls, there were no significant
differences in cognition between those with and without sickle
cell trait (all ps > 0.5). 11.3% of people with SCA (12/106)
were identified as having cognitive impairment (i.e., WMI,
PSI, or IQ score < 70) compared with 4.2% (2/48) of
controls (see Table 2). As shown in Figure 4, the raw data
demonstrated greater variation in cognitive performance within
than between lesion groups, with no clear dose-dependent
effect of the total lesion number or volume, in patients
or controls.

Global SCI Metrics
Forty-five patients (42%, 23 male, median age = 16.9, range
= 8–27 years) and 11 controls (23%, 2 male, median age =

14.8, range = 9–21 years, HbAS = 7) had lesions that met
the L-SCI definition and survived the semi-automated pipeline.
Cochran’s Q tests revealed significant effects of SCI definition
on lesion prevalence in both patients and controls; the L-SCI
definition identified three more patients (7%) and six more

controls (120%) with lesions compared to the T-SCI definition,
and 20 more patients (80%) and nine more controls (450%)
compared to the R-SCI definition (ps < 0.05; Table 3). A similar
pattern was observed for the additional requirement that at
least 1 lesion be allowed per decade of life and the median
number and volume of lesions. Significant effects of SCA status
on global lesion metrics were also observed, with a greater
global prevalence, number, and volume of lesions observed in
patients, irrespective of the SCI definition employed (ps < 0.005;
Table 3).

T-SCI were detected in controls with sickle cell
trait as young as 9 years of age, and in those with
HbAA/AC as young as 12 years of age. A non-
significantly greater proportion of controls with HbAS
were identified as having SCI (L-SCI HbAA/AC: 4/29
[14%, 0 AC] vs. HbAS: 7/19 [37%]), irrespective of the
definition (ps > 0.05).

Global SCI Metrics and Cognition
Exploratory Spearman’s rank correlations revealed several
significant relationships (Figure 5, Supplementary Figure 1).
In addition to expected associations between closely related
variables, decreases in SpO2 were modestly associated with
increases in L-SCI and T-SCI lesion number and volume
(rs = −0.23 to −0.28, ps < 0.05; Figure 5). When these
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TABLE 2 | Sample demographics and cognitive performance.

SCA

(n = 106)

Control

(n = 48)

Between-group differences

Demographic variables Count (percentage)

Sex 53 Male (50.00%) 20 Male (41.67%) Chi-Squared test

X21 = 0.62, p = 0.43, φ = 0.06

Median (range) Mann-Whitney U test

Age (yr) 16.56 (8–29) 16.55 (8–30) U = 2,594.5, p = 0.85, 95% CI = −1.64–1.98, r = 0.02

Education Decile 5.00 (1–10) 5.00 (2–10) U = 2,353.5, p = 0.45, 95% CI = −0.99–0.00, r = 0.06

Clinical variables Count (percentage) Mann-Whitney U test

Chronic Transfusion 6 (5.66%) – –

Acute Transfusion <3 months 16 (15.10%) –

Hydroxyurea 42 (39.62%) –

Hemoglobin (g/dl) 87.70 (60–134) –

SpO2 (%) 97.00 (89–100) 99.00 (93–100) U = 3,742.5, p < 0.005*, 95% CI = 1.00–2.00, r = 0.38

Cognitive variables Mean (SD) Students t-test

Intelligence quotient (IQ) 93.15 (13.28) All 97.29 (11.78)

HbAA/HbAC 98.31 (10.52)

HbAS 95.74 (13.64)

t(101.6) = 1.94, p = 0.06∧, 95% CI = −0.09–8.37, d = 0.33

t(31.7) = 0.70, p = 0.49, 95% CI = −4.94–10.10, d = 0.21

Working memory index (WMI) 92.04 (14.18) All 98.90 (13.34)

HbAA/HbAC 99.03 (13.54)

HbAS 98.68 (13.40)

t(96.1) = 2.90, p < 0.005*, 95% CI = 2.16–11.56, d = 0.50

t(38.9) = 0.09, p = 0.93, 95% CI = −7.68–8.38, d = 0.03

Processing speed index (PSI) 89.56 (12.99) All 97.10 (13.03)

HbAA/HbAC 97.62 (13.24)

HbAS 96.32 (13.01)

t(90.6) = 3.33, p < 0.005*, 95% CI = 3.05–12.05, d = 0.58

t(39.1) = 0.33, p = 0.74, 95% CI = −6.52–9.13, d = 0.74

Count (percentage) Fishers Exact test

Cognitive impairment (CI) 12 (11.32%) HbAA 1 (2.08%)

HbAC 0 (0.00%)

HbAS 1 (5.26%)

OR = 5.95, p = 0.06∧, 95% CI = 0.83–261.56 –

Values are summary and test statistics. For between group-differences in cognitive variables, the top row compares patients and controls, while the second row compares controls with

and without sickle cell trait.
∧p < 0.1; *p < 0.05.

SCA, sickle cell anemia; HbAA/HbAC, control with hemoglobin A; HbAs, control with hemoglobin S, sickle cell trait; SpO2, peripheral oxygen saturation; SD, standard deviation; 95%

CI, 95% confidence interval.

analyses were conducted in only the SCA subsample, these
associations remained significant, and other modest associations
between decreases in hemoglobin and decreases in IQ (r =

0.29, p < 0.05) and PSI (r = 0.20, p < 0.05) were observed
(Supplementary Figure 1). No univariate relationships were
observed between lesion variables and any measure of cognition,
and there were no relationships with total intracranial volume,
age, or education deciles. When the SCA subsample was further
stratified by age, there were no correlations for the L-SCI
or T-SCI definitions, but volume and number of R-SCI were
paradoxically positively correlated with IQ in children with SCA
aged <16 years (Table 4). There were no correlations between
volume or number of T-SCI, L-SCI or R-SCI and IQ in adults,
nor any correlations with WMI or PSI in either age group
(Table 4).

The results from the univariate correlation analyses were
echoed in regression models estimating IQ, WMI, PSI, and
cognitive impairment from global lesion metrics, where
no significant effects emerged (Table A1), irrespective
of the definition employed, the inclusion of interaction
terms for patient status, the model complexity, or whether
analyses were run across the whole sample or in people with
SCA only.

Regional SCI Metrics
In patients, across SCI definitions and lesion metrics
(Figures 6, 7, Supplementary Figures 2, 3), the distribution of
lesions was relatively consistent. Following the L-SCI definition
(Figures 6, 7), the deep frontal and parietal regional-lobar zones
were the most commonly affected (36.8 and 19.8%, respectively),
and accounted for the greatest proportion of the total number
(69%) and volume (72%) of lesions in people with SCA. The
juxta-cortical frontal and parietal zones were also among the
most commonly affected in people with SCA (29.2 and 17.9%,
respectively), but accounted for a relatively smaller proportion
of the total number (24%) and volume (19%) of lesions, with the
remaining regional-lobar zones rarely affected (all < 10%). In
controls, there was far less consistency between lesion metrics
based on the L-SCI definition. Whilst the juxta-cortical frontal
zone accounted for the greatest proportion of the total lesion
number (31%; Figure 7), the deep occipital zone accounted
for the greatest proportion of lesion volume (51%; Figure 7).
SCI were not particularly common in either zone, with the
juxta-cortical frontal zone affected in six controls (12.5%), and
the deep occipital zone in two (4.2%; Figure 7).

Lesion distributions in both patients and controls
were similar between the L-SCI (Figure 7) and T-SCA
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TABLE 3 | Global lesion characteristics.

L-SCI T-SCI R-SCI

SCA HC SCA HC SCA HC Within-group differences

Lesion prevalence

Total number of participants with lesions

(% of total group)

45

(42.45%)

11

(22.92%)

42

(39.62%)

5

(10.42%)

25

(23.58%)

2

(4.17%)

Cochrans Q test

SCA: Q2 = 34.90, p < 0.005*, η2
Q = 0.11

HC: Q2 = 14.00, p < 0.005*, η2
Q = 0.15

Between-group differences Chi-squared test

X2
1 = 4.64, p = 0.031*, φ = 0.17

Chi-squared test

X2
1 = 11.90, p < 0.005*, φ = 0.28

Fishers Exact test

OR = 7.03, p < 0.005*

Total number of participants with >1 lesion

per decade of life (% of total group)

37

(34.91%)

9

(18.75%)

32

(30.19%)

5

(10.42%)

12

(11.32%)

0

(0.00%)

SCA: Q2 = 42.00, p < 0.005*, η2
Q = 0.14

HC: Q2 = 13.56, p < 0.005*, η2
Q = 0.14

Between-group differences Chi-squared test

X2
1 = 3.38, p = 0.07∧, φ = 0.15

Chi-squared test

X2
1 = 6.03, p = 0.01*, φ = 0.20

Fishers Exact test

OR = NA, p = 0.02*

Lesion number Friedman test

Median total number of lesions in

participants with lesion meeting definition

(range)

4

(1–29)

3

(1–12)

3

(1–26)

2

(1–8)

2

(1–10)

1

(1–1)

SCA: Q2 = 76.80, p < 0.005*, W = 0.36

HC: Q2 = 19.50, p < 0.005*, W = 0.20

Between-group differences Mann-Whitney U test

U = 2,000.00, p = 0.01*, r = −0.18

Mann-Whitney U test

U = 1,781.00, p < 0.005*, r = −0.28

Mann-Whitney U test

U = 2,036.00, p < 0.005*, r = −0.22

Lesion volume

Friedman test

Median total lesion burden (volume, mm3 )

in participants with any lesion burden

(range)

75

(1–5177)

22

(2–1282)

63.5

(1–5177)

19

(3–1075)

4

(1–268)

2

(2–2)

SCA: Q2 = 81.10, p < 0.005*, W = 0.38

HC: Q2 = 19.50, p < 0.005*, W = 0.20

Between-group differences Mann-Whitney U test

U = 1,938.00, p < 0.005*, r = −0.20

Mann-Whitney U test

U = 1,774.00, p < 0.005*, r = −0.28

Mann-Whitney U test

U = 2,036.00, p < 0.005*, r = −0.22

Values are summary and test statistics comparing lesion metrics between patients and controls groups (columns; Chi-Squared and Mann-whitney U tests) and within groups as a function of SCI definition (rows; Cochran’s-Q and

Friedman tests) ∧p < 0.1; *p < 0.05. L-/T-/R-SCI, Liberal/Traditional/Restrictive silent cerebral infarction definitions; HC, healthy control; SCA, sickle cell anemia.
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FIGURE 4 | Cognitive Performance and Global Lesion Presence. Showing full-scale IQ (FSIQ: top row), working memory index (WMI: middle row), and processing

speed index (PSI: bottom row) in patients with sickle cell anemia (red triangles) and controls (blue circles). Participants are grouped by silent cerebral infarct status

(SCI+ = with silent cerebral infarction, SCI– without silent cerebral infarction) for the liberal definition (left column), traditional definition (middle column), and restrictive

definition (right column). For each definition, point intensity is weighted by the log-transformed number of lesions, and point size by the log transformed volume of

lesion.

definitions (Supplementary Figure 2) but varied with the
R-SCI definition (Supplementary Figure 3). Although the
overall pattern was similar in patients, frontal lesions were
more likely to survive the R-SCI criteria. There was no
obvious pattern as to the location of the two surviving lesions
in controls.

Regional SCI Metrics and Cognition
Exploratory regression models estimating cognitive performance
from regional and lobar lesion metrics yielded results similar
to those using global lesion metrics (Supplementary Table 1),
although a couple of significant effects emerged in models
predicting PSI. First, in models using regional lesion metrics
to predict PSI, there was a significant negative effect of the
presence of juxta-cortical lesions for the R-SCI definition. The
effect was significant across the whole sample, and in the
patient subsample, but was modest in size (r = 0.16–0.19), and
disappeared in the more complex models (i.e., models 2 and
3; Table 1), where a significant positive effect of restrictively-
defined deep lesion volume emerged in the SCA subsample
(Supplementary Table 1). Second, in complex models using
lobar lesionmetrics to predict PSI, there were significant negative
effects of parietal lesion volume for both the L-SCI and T-
SCI definitions in the SCA subsample, but not for the R-SCI
definition, or for any definition across the whole sample. For the

R-SCI definition, a positive effect of frontal lesion volume was,
however, observed in the SCA subsample.

Across all models, coefficients for the lesion volume variables
that reached significance were very small in magnitude,
corresponding to a 0.17–0.19 decrease in PSI points for every 10%
increase in L-SCI or T-SCI defined parietal lesion volume, and a
0.43–0.44 increase in PSI for every 10% increase in restrictively
defined frontal or deep lesion volume (Supplementary Table 1).
Effect sizes were also modest (r= 0.20–0.22).

DISCUSSION

Using high-resolution FLAIR, we assessed the effect of three
published SCI definitions on global and regional lesion metrics
and explored their value in predicting general cognitive
performance. As hypothesized, we observed large effects of SCI
definition on estimates of lesion metrics in both patients and
controls. However, contrary to hypotheses, neither the presence,
nor the total number, nor the total volume of lesions based on
any SCI definition predicted general cognitive performance or
impairment. These findings underscore the numerous challenges
surrounding the widespread use of binary SCI status as a
biomarker of cognition in cross-sectional high-resolution MRI
studies in the SCA field, including challenges related to the
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definition, quantification, distribution, specificity, and timing.
Taken together, our findings suggest that with high-resolution
MRI: (1) radiological definitions have a large effect on resulting
lesion groups, numbers, and volumes; (2) there is a non-
negligible prevalence of lesions also in healthy controls; and (3)

FIGURE 5 | Correlations between model predictors. Showing relationships

between continuous variables included in the global regression models. Values

are zero-order Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients. Shaded areas

represent significant relationships (i.e., p < 0.05), with blue used to represent

negative relationships, and orange used to represent positive relationships,

and color intensity used to represent the strength of the relationships. ICV,

intra-cranial volume; Edu. Decile, education decile; SpO2, peripheral oxygen

saturation; SCI Lib, SCI liberal definition; SCI Trad., SCI traditional definition;

SCI Rest, SCI Restrictive definition; No., Number; Vol, Volume; FSIQ, full-scale

IQ; WMI, working memory index; PSI, processing speed index.

at the group-level, there is no association between global lesion
metrics and general cognitive outcome irrespective of lesion
definition and metric.

SCI Definitions and Global Lesion Metrics
We observed large effects of SCI definition on global lesion
metrics, with the resulting lesion subgroups varying widely,
particularly in controls. Estimates of SCI prevalence based on the
L-SCI and T-SCI definitions in patients were in broad agreement
(43% and 40%, respectively), and were broadly comparable
with prior SCA studies employing higher field-strength MRI
(43). Prevalence in patients based on the R-SCI definition was
significantly lower (24%) but in line with a prior lower-resolution
pediatric study (18). The total number and volume of lesions were
less consistent between definitions, with 69 patient lesions (24%)
and 26 control lesions (62%) not meeting the T-SCI definition,
and a further 158 patient lesions (55%) and 14 control lesions
(33%) not meeting the R-SCI definition. Of note, excluded lesions
were often from individuals who had other lesions meeting the
T1w hypointensity and/or minimum length criteria.

While radiological SCI definitions that include minimum
length criteria may be justifiable in studies employing lower-
resolution sequences where reliability may be a concern, there
is less justification in higher resolution studies unless increased
sensitivity to a specific pathology and/or outcome can be
demonstrated. For prediction of cognitive performance, the
present study indicated little utility of the length requirement
of the T-SCI definition, or the additional T1 hypo-intensity
requirement of the R-SCI definition, though both definitions
had significant effects on resulting lesion groups, numbers,
and volumes. These findings demonstrate the need for a
standardized definition and quantification approach that is
reliable and replicable for further exploration in high-resolution
MRI studies. Ideally, future studies should also take into account
the definitions used in studies of cerebral small vessel disease
(CSVD) in adults (44–46).

For comparability with studies in CSVD, and to avoid
excluding smaller lesions before attempting to explore and

TABLE 4 | Spearman correlations for comparison of cognitive outcomes and silent cerebral infarct volume and number using the Liberal (L-SCI), Traditional (T-SCI) and

Restrictive (R-SCI) definitions.

Children (<16 y) with sickle cell anemia Adults (≥16 y) with sickle cell anemia

N = 48 N = 57

IQ WMI PSI IQ WMI PSI

Silent cerebral infarct definition r p r p r p r p r p r p

L-SCI total volume 0.172 0.2 0.006 0.9 −0.064 0.7 −0.191 0.2 −0.007 0.9 0.015 0.9

T-SCI total volume 0.182 0.2 −0.022 0.9 −0.040 0.8 −0.156 0.2 0.029 0.8 0.027 0.8

R-SCI total volume 0.308 0.03* 0.090 0.5 −0.093 0.5 −0.115 0.4 0.017 0.9 −0.024 0.9

L-SCI number 0.162 0.3 −0.007 0.9 −0.064 0.2 −0.204 0.1 0.012 0.9 0.019 0.9

T-SCI number 0.177 0.2 −0.029 0.8 −0.025 0.9 −0.159 0.2 0.061 0.7 0.038 0.8

R-SCI number 0.309 0.03* 0.088 0.6 −0.099 0.5 −0.152 0.3 −0.038 0.8 −0.048 0.7

*p < 0.05.

y, years; IQ, intelligence quotient; WMI, working memory index; PSI, processing speed index; L-/T-/R-SCI, Liberal/Traditional/Restrictive silent cerebral infarction definitions.
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FIGURE 6 | Heatmap for liberally-defined SCI. Showing the distribution and

frequency of lesions for the liberal definition in patients (top row) and controls

(bottom row). All lesions were registered to a standard space template (MNI

152) using non-linear registrations from the FSL_anat pipeline (https://fsl.fmrib.

ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/fsl_anat). The color bar shows the number of participants

with lesions in a particular voxel.

understand the features of such lesions, it may be useful to
consider the greatest dimension and T1-intensity not as criteria
for inclusion, but as features worthy of further exploration
alongside other imaging features. Future studies should therefore
consider employing L-SCI definitions and semi-automated
segmentation techniques. Although substantial progress has been
made in the development of automated segmentation techniques
in other populations (47), the sensitivity of these techniques
to the often smaller and less well-defined lesions observed
in younger populations with and without SCA has yet to
be investigated.

Global Lesion Metrics and Cognitive
Performance
Globally, our results indicate greater variation in cognition
within than between lesion groups, with no observable dose-
dependent effect of the total lesion burden or the lesion burden
for age, in patients or controls. These findings align with those
of several recent high-resolution MRI studies that have failed to
detect an effect of the presence of T-SCI on cognition in patients
with SCA (15, 16, 48) (Table 5). However, they contradict lower-
resolution pediatric MRI studies where small to moderate effects
have been widely reported (Supplementary Table 2) (10, 11, 28,
55, 56). These lower resolution studies include children enrolled
in the Co-operative Study of Sickle Cell Disease (CSSCA) from
1989 to 1999 (56), and a subset of those enrolled in the SIT
trial from 2005 to 2013 (42). Given their relatively large samples,
priormeta-analyses have been heavily weighted by their inclusion
[e.g., (10)].

Of 11 studies conducted at 3T examining effects of SCI
on cognitive outcome, the only study to detect an effect used
a sequence with a 5mm slice thickness (Table 5), 17 out of
27 studies conducted at 1.5T found a negative effect of SCI

on cognition (Supplementary Table 2). Taken together, these
findings are consistent with the notion that the use of higher
magnetic field strengths (i.e., 3T vs 1.5T) and higher resolution
FLAIR sequences (i.e., 0.65 × 0.65 × 1mm vs. 1.8 × 1.8 ×

5mm) increases lesion detectability, and that this in turn may
skew or nullify prediction of cognitive impairment based on
a binary categorization according to presence or absence of
SCI, irrespective of the stringency of the definition employed.
Increased lesion detectability is consistent with the relatively large
proportion of controls we identified with SCI meeting L-SCI and
T-SCI criteria (23 and 10%, respectively), the majority of whom
were children. Other recent high-resolution MRI studies have
similarly reported a non-negligible prevalence of T-SCI in healthy
young adults (Table 6).

This interpretation raises the possibility that there may be a
tipping point beyond which lesions become large and prominent
and begin to have an effect. It is also possible that the inclusion
of young adults in our sample reduced our sensitivity to
potential age-dependent effects of SCI across specific domains.
Although we excluded participants >30 years, used cognitive
scores that were scaled for age, included age as a covariate in
our regression models, and observed no relationships between
age and global lesion metrics, we cannot exclude the possibility
of age-dependent effects of the global presence and burden of
lesions on individual cognitive trajectories in specific domains.

Discrepancies in the literature may also be accounted for
by differences in sample characteristics between prior and
more recent studies. The lesions observed at 1.5T MRI in the
majority of prior studies are likely to have met the traditional
or restrictive criteria (Supplementary Table 2). These studies
included untreated patients with clinically significant cerebral
vasculopathy, which may have contributed to both their SCIs
and their cognitive deficits. Therapies such as hydroxyurea
and transfusion were rarely used during the CSSCA but were
prescribed in 40 and 21%, respectively of our cohort with SCA. In
a recent study, executive function improved soon-after compared
with long-after a blood transfusion in 27 people with SCA, >80%
of whom had infarction on MRI (52). However, although the
incidence of recurrent infarcts, including overt strokes and T-
SCIs, was reduced, blood transfusion for 3 years did not improve
IQ in SIT (3). One of the exclusion criteria was treatment with
hydroxyurea within 3 months of SIT enrollment but there is
now evidence for a protective effect on IQ (61, 62). There is
therefore some evidence that the discrepancy between our data
and previous studies could be related to therapy. It is also possible
that the strategic position of SCI in relation to particularly
eloquent tracts plays a role in functional outcomes.

Regional Lesion Metrics and Cognitive
Performance
Our regional analyses yielded several interesting findings. We
detected a consistent regional distribution of lesions across
metrics and definitions in patients, but not controls. Whilst
lesions in patients were similarly prevalent in deep and juxta-
cortical frontal and parietal zones, lesions in deep frontal and
parietal zones were greater in number and size, echoing prior
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FIGURE 7 | Lesion distribution for liberally-defined SCI. Showing the distribution of lesions using bullseye plots, where sectors represent the four lobes (F, frontal; P,

parietal; O, occipital; T, temporal) and rings represent the three regions; periventricular (PV; interior ring; red), deep (DP; middle ring; green), and juxta-cortical (JC;

exterior ring; blue), yielding 12 regional lobar zones. Distribution is represented using three different metrics for patients (top row) and controls (bottom row): (1) the

proportion of the total group with lesion voxels in particular zone (% of total group), (2) the proportion of the total group lesion number classed as belonging to

regional-lobar zone (middle - % of total lesion number), and (3) the proportion of the total group lesion voxels present in a particular regional-lobar zone (right - % of

total lesion volume).

SCA studies (4, 63, 64). In exploratory models, we detected
some significant effects of regional and lobar lesion metrics
on PSI. The most consistent finding was a moderate negative
effect on PSI of parietal lesion volume for both the L-SCI and
T-SCI definitions in the SCA subsample. However, confidence
intervals were wide, and coefficients very small for these effects,
highlighting the need to interpret them with caution. Findings
for the restrictive definition were less consistent. There was a
moderate negative effect of the presence of juxta-cortical R-SCI
in simple models, but the effect disappeared in the more complex
models, where moderate positive effects of deep and frontal R-
SCI volume emerged, again with wide confidence intervals and
small coefficients.

It is possible that the paradoxical effects we observed using
the R-SCI definition were related to our operationalization of
the visual definition of a T1-hypointensity (18), which was
novel and may have been too stringent. Given that the R-
SCI definition requires a corresponding FLAIR hyperintensity,
and we applied the T1 threshold after the FLAIR threshold,

it is also possible that some T1 hypo-intensities were missed
and/or excluded (Figure 1). Alternatively, T1 hypo-intensities
may represent older, more established lesions, with effects
diminishing over time.

These possibilities could also account for the paradoxical
univariate association observed between higher volume and
larger number of R-SCI and higher, rather than lower, IQ in
children with SCA <16 years. Another possibility is that in
the child’s brain, adaptive physiology which may enable brain
growth and development, e.g., higher cerebral blood flow (CBF),
might eventually favor the development of SCI in the borderzone
regions (64, 65) related to vascular instability secondary to
exhaustion of cerebral reserve mechanisms, shunting or steal.
Such effects may plausibly improve or worsen over time
depending on age, along with the severity of the disease
course. It might be possible to follow the trajectory in patients
longitudinally from a young age by comparing the prevalence,
number and distribution of T-SCI, L-SCI, and R-SCI. This
would enable exploration of trajectories and could help establish
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TABLE 5 | Overview of high-resolution MRI studies examining impact of SCI on cognitive outcomes in patients with SCA.

Study details SCA

(N)

SCA (age) SCI definition MRI Sequence Res. Lesion Metric % SCA

w/ SCI

Cognitive Tests Neg. effect of

SCI—FSIQ,

WMI, or PSI

Neg. effect of

SCI—any

domain

Results: Assoc w/cognition or

other neuroimaging outcome

Hijmans et al.

(14)

Netherlands 2010 21 6–18 y No explicit definition 1.5T, 3T Not reported Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

57% WISC-III (composite scores),

Stop-task, Tower of London,

N-back task, Beery VMI

N N No significant differences found

between SCI+ and SCI– groups

Krejza et al.

(49)

US 2012 46 3–13 y No explicit definition 3T Not reported Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

34% K-BIT (Kaufman Brief

Intelligence Test)

– N No significant differences in any

K-bit score between SCI+ and

SCI- groups, lesion volume

included in models as covariate;

significance and effect sizes not

reported

van der Land

et al. (29)

Netherlands 2015 38 8–17.1 y L-SCI: area of

abnormally increased

signal on T2 and

FLAIR

3T T2 = 0.58 × 0.72mm,

29 slices with 5mm

thickness; FLAIR = 1.03

× 1.68mm, 29 slices

with 5mm thickness.

Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n) and

volume (rank score)

50% WISC-III (composite scores),

Trail-making test, Beery VMI

Y Y SCI+ group significantly reduced

FSIQ (81 vs. 89), VIQ (84 vs. 93),

and PSI (83 vs. 97). Effects of

SCI volume rank also observed

in regression models for these

scores.

Chen et al. (50) US 2017 25 Decline

M = 9.67,

SD = 1.41.

No Decline

M = 9.38,

SD = 2.94

T-SCI: area of

abnormally increased

signal on FLAIR—min

3mm greatest

diameter

FLAIR = 1 × 1 × 1mm Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

56% K-BIT – N SCI presence did not improve

model fits for IQ decline over time

Downes et al.

(51)

Ireland 2020 28 8–18 y No explicit definition Not

reported

Not reported Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

36% NIH toolbox tests of

executive function, language,

and memory

N N No significant differences

between SCI+ and SCI- groups

in EF or memory tasks,

significantly better performance

in the picture vocabulary task

Stotesbury

et al. (16)

UK 2018 83 8–37 y T-SCI: area of

abnormally increased

signal T2 and

FLAIR—min 3mm

greatest diameter

3T FLAIR = 0.65 × 1 ×

0.65mm, T2 = 0.51 ×

0.51 × 5.6mm

Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

45% WASI, WAIS/WISC-IV

(composite scores)

N N No significant differences found

between SCI+ and SCI- groups

in FSIQ or PSI

Hood et al.

(52)∧
US 2019 61 3–22 y T-SCI 3T Not reported Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

41% NIH toolbox tests of

executive function, language,

and memory

N N No significant differences found

between SCI+ and SCI- groups

for overall cognition (83.12 vs.

83.92), executive function (90.81

vs. 87.90) or non-executive

function (89.51 vs. 91.90)

composites

Choi et al. (15) US 2019 52 M = 21.4,

SD = 7.7

T-SCI w/age:

increased signal

FLAIR—min 3

mm—>1 per decade

of age

3T FLAIR = 1.3 × 1.0 ×

1.0mm

Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

48% WASI, WISC-IV N N No significant differences

between those with a normal

and abnormal burden of SCI for

age observed for FSIQ or matrix

reasoning (others not reported)

Farris et al. (53)US 2015 15 18–55 y L-SCI: area of

abnormally increased

signal on FLAIR

3T Not reported, Number 60% Cogstate battery: GMLT – N No association between SCI

number and performance on

GMLT

Farris et al. (48)US 2016 15 18–55 y L-SCI: area of

abnormally increased

signal on FLAIR

3T Not reported, but slice

thickness mentioned as

included in volume

estimate

Volume – Cogstate battery: GMLT – N No association between SCI

volume and performance on

GMLT

Sanger et al.

(54)

US 2016 48 19–59 y No explicit definition – Not reported Prevalence (i.e.,

binary y/n)

37.5% – – – No differences in SCI prevalence

as a function of employment

status

Studies identifies from Pubmed searches in July 2021 using the terms “sickle” paired with “cognitive,” or “IQ” or “executive function” or “MRI”—supplemented with literature known to the co-authors. Note: there may be between-study

overlap in participants. ∧personal communication with author. SCA, Sickle Cell Anemia; C, Control; Res, Resolution; N, no; Y, yes; WISC/WAIS, Wechsler intelligence scale for children/ adults; WASI, Wechsler abbreviated scale of

intelligence; K-BIT, Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test; GMLT, Groton Maze Learning Test of executive function; VMI, visual motor integration; L-/T-/R-SCI, Liberal/Traditional/Restrictive silent cerebral infarction definitions.
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TABLE 6 | Overview of SCI prevalence in prior high-resolution imaging studies in patients with SCA and controls.

Study details SCA (N) SCA (age) C (N) C (age) SCI definition MRI Sequence Res. % SCA

w/SCI

%C w/SCI

Farris et al. (53) US 2015 15 18–55 y 7 18–55 y L-SCI: area of abnormally

increased signal on FLAIR

3T Not reported, 60% 57%

van der Land

et al. (22)

Netherlands 2015 10 18–25 y 10 19–25 y L-SCI: area of abnormally

increased signal on FLAIR

and T2

7T FLAIR = 0.8 mm isotropic

T2 = 0.7 mm isotropic

90% 70%

Choi et al. (26) US 2017 33 11–41 y 32 12–41 y T-SCI w/age: area of

abnormally increased signal

FLAIR - min 3mm - >1 per

decade of age

3T FLAIR = 1.3 × 1.0 ×

1.0mm

39% 13%

Coloigner et al.

(57)

US 2017 20 12–34 y 19 17–41 y T-SCI w/age: area of

abnormally increased signal

FLAIR - min 3mm greatest

diameter - more than 1 per

decade of age

3T FLAIR = 1.3 × 1.0 ×

1.0mm

20% 0%

Choi et al. (15) US 2019 52 M = 21.4,

SD = 7.7

40 M = 27.7,

SD = 11.3

T-SCI w/age: increased

signal FLAIR—min 3 mm –

> 1 per decade of age

3T FLAIR = 1.3 × 1.0 ×

1.0mm

48% 26%

Václavu et al.

(58)

Netherlands

+ US

2020 36 M = 37.4,

SD = 15.43

9 M = 32.08,

SD = 11.14

T-SCI: area of abnormally

increased signal on

FLAIR—min 2mm greatest

diameter

3T FLAIR = 0.98 × 0.98 ×

1.12mm

82% 45%

Chai et al. (59) US 2021 26 M = 24.2,

SD = 9.7

21 M = 22.6,

SD = 8.9

T-SCI: area of abnormally

increased signal on

FLAIR—min 3mm greatest

diameter

3T FLAIR = 1.3 × 1 × 1mm 54% 33%

Wang et al.

(60)

US 2021 34 19–28 y 49 28–37 y No explicit definition 3T FLAIR = 1.0 × 0.9 ×

3.0mm

76% 39%

Studies identifies from Pubmed searches in July 2021 using the terms “sickle” paired with “cognitive,” or “IQ” or “executive function” or “MRI”—supplemented with literature known to the co-authors. There may be between-study overlap

in participants. SCA, Sickle Cell Anemia; C, Control; Res, Resolution; L-/T-/R-SCI, Liberal/Traditional/Restrictive silent cerebral infarction definitions.
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whether R-SCI, defined by T1 hypointensities, represent older,
more established lesions.

Limitations
It is worth re-iterating that for the few effects of SCI that we
did detect, there was considerable variability with associated
small coefficients and modest p-values. Given the high number
of models computed, these effects would not have survived
correction for multiple comparisons, irrespective of method. In
line with prior studies [e.g., (18)], and as we wanted to maximize
our ability to detect effects of SCI should they be present, we
elected not to apply correction for multiple comparisons in this
study. For this reason, it is particularly noteworthy that despite
not correcting for multiple comparisons, we observed no effects
of SCI metrics on cognitive difficulties in our global models. One
drawback to this approach is that the few effects that we did
detect in univariate correlations and regional models may have
been spurious.

Beyond our decision to not correct for multiple comparisons,
limitations of our study include our lack of direct measures of
socio-economic status and of hemoglobin in controls. Unless
direct benefit can be demonstrated, invasive measurements are
often considered inappropriate by UK ethical committees. Our
patient sample was also heterogeneous, with patients on a mix of
disease-modifying treatment types (i.e., hydroxyurea and chronic
transfusion regimens) for unknown and likely variable durations.
These limitations may have decreased the sensitivity of our
regression models, but given the raw data, are unlikely to have
had a major impact on the results. Unlike prior studies (2), we
also did not have the resources for central adjudication of SCIs
across a panel of neuroradiologists. This limitation was partially
mitigated by our neuroradiologist’s expertise, along with our use
of a semi-automated pipeline, which ensured that previously-
established (29) intensity thresholds were consistently applied.

A further limitation is that we did not include further multi-
modal analyses on the etiology or consequences of SCI in this
manuscript. It is however worth noting that although the name
“SCI” implies infarction, white matter hyperintensities on FLAIR
are non-specific, and other underlying pathologies are possible,
both in patients and controls. Although the pathophysiology
is unknown, the distinction between periventricular, deep, and
juxta-cortical lesions is thought to be etiologically meaningful
(66). The anatomical distinction is however based on relatively
arbitrary distance thresholds, and there is scope for further
optimization. Exploring regional and lobar effects is challenging
in SCA because most patients have multiple lesions, often
affecting multiple regional-lobar zones, and there is substantial
variability in terms of lesion number, volume, and spatial
distribution. Given that our findings suggest a peak voxel lesion
density of 9% (n = 4; Figure 5), the statistical power for voxel-
wise approaches is likely to be limited.

Future Directions
Using quantitative multi-modal methods to explore
the haemodynamic, susceptibility, and microstructural
characteristics of lesions, and of normal-appearing white-matter
in anatomical regions “at-risk” of haemodynamic compromise

(63, 65, 67–69), may enable better lesion classification, and
may also shed further light on the underlying pathology.
Understanding relationships between the microstructural tissue
characteristics of lesions and normal-appearing white matter
is particularly relevant in SCA, where studies have shown
widespread and functionally significant reductions in the
integrity of normal-appearing white matter (16, 70–72), also
in patients without lesions. Another advantage of quantitative
multi-modal approaches is that they provide continuous
measures that are more normally distributed, and more powerful
to work with statistically.

In parallel with quantification of SCI, documenting the effect
of reduced arterial oxygen content secondary to anemia and
hypoxia on cerebral blood flow (65) and oxygen extraction
fraction (73), may shed light on the etiology of cognitive
difficulties in SCA, alongside connectivity studies (74). In
addition, regional brain volumes may be reduced in SCA (75, 76);
we did not find an effect of total intracranial volume in our
regressions but further regional analyses are planned.

Future quantitative multi-modal approaches may also help
overcome another major challenge, which is that lesions are not
detected at the time they occur. As a result, there is no way to
determine the presence or absence of transient focal neurological
symptoms at the time of insult. Elegant work has demonstrated
a high prevalence of lesions on diffusion-weighted imaging in
acutely anemic, as well as in steady-state (77) patients with
SCA, with only some of these acute lesions later transitioning
into SCI observable on FLAIR. Longitudinal quantitative multi-
modal MRI studies may help identify what determines this
tipping point. Such studies may also shed light on whether acute
lesions are reversible or produce permanent damage below the
resolution of qualitative MRI.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our results highlight the challenges surrounding
SCI definition and quantification and suggest limited utility of
SCI metrics as biomarkers of cognitive dysfunction in cross-
sectional high-resolution MRI studies in patients with SCA.
We have demonstrated that with high-resolution MRI: (1)
radiological definitions have a large effect on resulting lesion
groups, numbers, and volumes; (2) there is a non-negligible
prevalence of lesions in young healthy race-matched controls;
and (3) at the group-level, there is no cross-sectional association
between global lesion metrics and general cognitive outcome
irrespective of lesion definition and metric. As high-resolution
multi-modal MRI is more widely available, the dichotomy of
presence or absence of T-SCI does not appear to be a sensitive
biomarker for detection of functionally significant pathology.
There is therefore a need to move beyond the focus on the SCI
dichotomy, with further standardization regarding definitions
and methods, toward a better understanding of the broader
underlying pathology. As such, the search should continue for
appropriate endpoints for clinical treatment trials, including brief
cognitive assessments in domains important for school and work
performance, such as processing speed and executive function
(52) as well as patient-reported outcomes (e.g., fatigue, pain).
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1 | Global regression models.

Global

Models

1) SCI 2) SCI* SCA 3) SCI + SCI No. 4) SCI * SCA + SCI No * SCA 5) SCI + SCI Vol 6) SCI *SCA + SCI Vol * SCA

Predictors SCI SCI SCI* SCA SCI SCI No. SCI SCI* SCA SCI No. SCI No. *

SCA

SCI SCI Vol SCI SCI *SCA SCI Vol SCI Vol

*SCA

FSIQ

L-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.59,

p = 0.79,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−5.0–3.8

b = −0.29,

p = 0.90,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−4.8–4.2

b = −0.54,

p = 0.92,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−10.7–9.7

b = 0.73,

p = 0.82,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−5.8–7.2

b = −1.04,

p = 0.58,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−4.8–2.7

b = 2.21,

p = 0.52,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−4.6–9.0

b = −7.85,

p = 0.34,

r = −0.08,

CI =

−24.0–8.3

b = −2.32,

p = 0.29,

r = −0.09,

CI =

−6.6–2.0

b = 6.83,

p = 0.23,

r = 0.10,

CI =

−4.3–18.0

b = 1.71,

p = 0.69,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−6.8–10.2

b = −0.59,

p = 0.53,

r = −0.05,

CI =

−2.4–1.3

b = 2.08,

p = 0.64,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−6.6–10.7

b = −5.15,

p = 0.58,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−23.7–13.4

b = −0.74,

p = 0.47,

r = −0.06,

CI =

−2.7–1.3

b = 1.61,

p = 0.49,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−3.0–6.3

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = 0.06,

p = 0.98,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−4.6–4.7

b = 0.09,

p = 0.97,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−4.7–4.8

b = 1.98,

p = 0.72,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−9.0–13.0

– – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = −0.04,

p = 0.99,

r = −0.00,

CI =

−5.3–5.2

– – b = 1.01,

p = 0.79,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−6.6–8.7

b = −0.77,

p = 0.71,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−4.9–3.3

– – – – b = 2.50,

p = 0.64,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−8.0–13.0

b = −0.60,

p = 0.58,

r = −0.05,

CI =

−2.8–1.6

– – – –

T-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.07,

p = 0.98,

r = −0.00,

CI =

−4.8–4.6

b = −0.12,

p = 0.96,

r = −0.00,

CI =

−5.4–5.1

b = 3.53,

p = 0.60,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−9.6–16.6

b = 1.03,

p = 0.76,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−5.7–7.8

b = −0.96,

p = 0.65,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−5.2–3.3

b = 1.37,

p = 0.73,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−6.6–9.3

b = 2.58,

p = 0.81,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−18.7–23.8

b = −1.43,

p = 0.64,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−7.5–4.6

b = 1.34,

p = 0.88,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−16.2–18.9

– b = −0.21,

p = 0.67,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−1.2–0.8

– – b = −0.25,

p = 0.67,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−1.4–0.9

b = 0.64,

p = 0.68,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−2.4–3.7

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = 0.34,

p = 0.89,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−4.7–5.3

b = 0.11,

p = 0.97,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−5.3–5.5

b = 3.84,

p = 0.57,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−9.4–17.0

– – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = 1.27,

p = 0.64,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−4.0–6.6

– – b = 3.30,

p = 0.39,

r = 0.08,

CI =

−4.3–10.9

b = −1.68,

p = 0.45,

r = −0.07,

CI =

−6.1–2.8

– – – – – b = −0.08,

p = 0.89,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−1.2–1.0

– – – –

R-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = 0.28,

p = 0.92,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−5.3–5.9

– – b = −0.44,

p = 0.90,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−7.5–6.6

b = 1.29,

p = 0.74,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−6.3–8.9

– – – – b = −1.91,

p = 0.65,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−10.1–6.3

b = 1.21,

p = 0.47,

r = 0.06,

CI =

−2.1–4.5

– – – –

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = 3.35,

p = 0.41,

r = 0.07,

CI = −4.59–

11.29

– – – – – – – – – – – –

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Global

Models

1) SCI 2) SCI* SCA 3) SCI + SCI No. 4) SCI * SCA + SCI No * SCA 5) SCI + SCI Vol 6) SCI *SCA + SCI Vol * SCA

Predictors SCI SCI SCI* SCA SCI SCI No. SCI SCI* SCA SCI No. SCI No. *

SCA

SCI SCI Vol SCI SCI *SCA SCI Vol SCI Vol

*SCA

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = 0.58,

p = 0.85,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−5.5–6.6

– – b = 0.48,

p = 0.90,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−7.4–8.3

b = 0.17,

p = 0.97,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−7.8–8.2

– – – – b = −1.41,

p = 0.75,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−10.3–7.5

b = 1.04,

p = 0.55,

r = 0.06,

CI =

−2.4–4.5

– – – –

WMI

L-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.22,

p = 0.93,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−5.1–4.61

b = 0.11,

p = 0.97,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−4.81–5.03

b = 3.14,

p = 0.58,

r = 0.04,

CI = −7.94–

14.21

b = 2.16,

p = 0.55,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−4.95–9.26

b = −1.86,

p = 0.37,

r = −0.07,

CI =

−5.93–2.21

b = 2.63,

p = 0.49,

r = 0.06,

CI = −4.81–

10.06

b = 4.27,

p = 0.63,

r = 0.04,

CI = −13.3–

21.81

b = −1.97,

p = 0.40,

r = −0.07,

CI =

−6.64–2.69

b = −0.50,

p = 0.94,

r = −0.01,

CI = −12.6–

11.63

b = 3.39,

p = 0.47,

r = 0.06,

CI = −5.91–

12.68

b = −0.92,

p = 0.37,

r = −0.07,

CI =

−2.95–1.11

b = 3.78,

p = 0.43,

r = 0.06,

CI =

−5.60–

13.15

b = 9.34,

p = 0.36,

r = 0.07,

CI =

−10.74–

29.42

b = −0.85,

p = 0.44,

r = −0.06,

CI =

−3.01–1.30

b = −1.51,

p = 0.55,

r = −0.05,

CI =

−6.54–3.52

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.83,

p = 0.75,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−5.94–4.27

b = −0.64,

p = 0.81,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−5.81–4.52

b = 1.83,

p = 0.76,

r = 0.02,

CI =

10.14–13.79

– – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = 1.56,

p = 0.59,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−4.10–7.21

– – b = 5.14,

p = 0.22,

r = 0.12,

CI = −3.11–

13.39

b = −2.63,

p = 0.24,

r = −0.11,

CI =

−7.05–1.79

– – – – b = 8.37,

p = 0.15,

r = 0.14,

CI =

−3.0–19.7

b = −1.61,

p = 0.17,

r = −0.13,

CI =

−4.0–0.7

– – – –

T-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = 0.46,

p = 0.86,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−4.68–5.59

b = 1.22,

p = 0.67,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−4.48–6.93

b = 1.56,

p = 0.83,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−12.68–

15.79

b = 2.45,

p = 0.51,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−4.92–9.81

b = −1.74,

p = 0.46,

r = −0.06,

CI =

−6.34–2.87

b = 2.50,

p = 0.57,

r = 0.05,

CI = −6.15–

11.15

b = 5.52,

p = 0.64,

r = 0.04,

CI = −17.5–

28.58

b = −0.96,

p = 0.77,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−7.54–5.62

b = −3.60,

p = 0.71,

r = −0.03,

CI = −22.6–

15.40

– b = −0.20,

p = 0.72,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−1.28–0.89

– – b = 0.01,

p = 0.99,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−1.26–1.28

b = −0.18,

p = 0.91,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−3.46–3.10

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = 0.09,

p = 0.97,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−5.37–5.55

b = 0.60,

p = 0.84,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−5.27–6.48

b = 0.70,

p = 0.92,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−13.66–

15.06

– – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = 2.08,

p = 0.48,

r = 0.07,

CI =

−3.67–7.83

– – b = 5.44,

p = 0.19,

r = 0.13,

CI = −2.73–

13.62

b = −2.79,

p = 0.25,

r = −0.11,

CI =

−7.60–2.03

– – – – – b = −0.05,

p = 0.93,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−1.23–1.13

– – – –

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Global

Models

1) SCI 2) SCI* SCA 3) SCI + SCI No. 4) SCI * SCA + SCI No * SCA 5) SCI + SCI Vol 6) SCI *SCA + SCI Vol * SCA

Predictors SCI SCI SCI* SCA SCI SCI No. SCI SCI* SCA SCI No. SCI No. *

SCA

SCI SCI Vol SCI SCI *SCA SCI Vol SCI Vol

*SCA

R-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = 0.29,

p = 0.93,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−5.84–6.41

– – b = 1.82,

p = 0.64,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−5.86–9.51

b = −2.76,

p = 0.51,

r = −0.05,

CI =

−11.06–

5.55

– – – – b = −1.45,

p = 0.75,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−10.41–

7.51

b = 0.96,

p = 0.60,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−2.65–4.57

– – – –

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = −1.30,

p = 0.77,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−10.01–

7.41

– – – – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = 1.13,

p = 0.74,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−5.46–7.72

– – b = 3.76,

p = 0.38,

r = 0.08,

CI = −4.74–

12.25

b = −4.25,

p = 0.33,

r = −0.09,

CI =

−12.91–

4.41

– – – – b = −0.53,

p = 0.91,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−10.25–

9.18

b = 0.87,

p = 0.64,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−2.86–4.60

– – – –

PSI

L-SCI

________

Any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = −1.67,

p = 0.46,

r = −0.06,

CI =

−6.09–2.75

b = −1.13,

p = 0.62,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−5.58–3.32

b = 2.30,

p = 0.65,

r = 0.03,

CI = −7.72–

12.32

b = −1.26,

p = 0.70,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−7.77–5.24

b = −0.32,

p = 0.87,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−4.05–3.41

b = 0.04,

p = 0.99,

r = 0.00,

CI =

−6.70–6.77

b = −1.14,

p = 0.89,

r = −0.01,

CI = −17.0–

14.75

b = −1.09,

p = 0.61,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−5.32–3.14

b = 3.21,

p = 0.56,

r = 0.04,

CI = −7.78–

14.21

b = 0.30,

p = 0.94,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−8.20–8.80

b = −0.50,

p = 0.59,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−2.36–1.35

b = 1.05,

p = 0.81,

r = 0.02,

CI =

−7.45–9.54

b = −0.99,

p = 0.91,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−19.2–

17.22

b = −0.66,

p = 0.51,

r = −0.05,

CI =

−2.61–1.30

b = 1.19,

p = 0.61,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−3.37–5.76

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.93,

p = 0.69,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−5.60–3.74

b = −0.83,

p = 0.73,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−5.50–3.83

b = 4.73,

p = 0.39,

r = 0.07,

CI = −6.07–

15.53

– – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = −0.08,

p = 0.97,

r = −0.00,

CI =

−5.08–4.91

– – b = 0.52,

p = 0.89,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−6.82–7.86

b = −0.44,

p = 0.82,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−4.37–3.49

– – – – b = 2.20,

p = 0.67,

r = 0.04,

CI = −7.92–

12.32

b = −0.54,

p = 0.61,

r = −0.05,

CI =

−2.62–1.54

– – – –

T-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.94,

p = 0.69,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−5.63–3.75

b = −0.35,

p = 0.89,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−5.51–4.81

b = 4.40,

p = 0.50,

r = 0.05,

CI = −8.47–

17.27

b = 0.32,

p = 0.93,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−6.42–7.06

b = −1.10,

p = 0.61,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−5.31–3.11

b = 0.59,

p = 0.88,

r = 0.01,

CI =

−7.24–8.41

b = 7.05,

p = 0.51,

r = 0.05,

CI = −13.8–

27.92

b = −0.72,

p = 0.81,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−6.68–5.24

b = −2.38,

p = 0.78,

r = −0.02,

CI = −19.6–

14.82

– b = −0.38,

p = 0.45,

r = −0.06,

CI =

−1.37–0.61

– – b = −0.25,

p = 0.67,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−1.40–0.90

b = 0.50,

p = 0.74,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−2.46–3.47

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Global

Models

1) SCI 2) SCI* SCA 3) SCI + SCI No. 4) SCI * SCA + SCI No * SCA 5) SCI + SCI Vol 6) SCI *SCA + SCI Vol * SCA

Predictors SCI SCI SCI* SCA SCI SCI No. SCI SCI* SCA SCI No. SCI No. *

SCA

SCI SCI Vol SCI SCI *SCA SCI Vol SCI Vol

*SCA

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.99,

p = 0.69,

r = −0.03,

CI =

−5.99–4.00

b = −0.75,

p = 0.78,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−6.05–4.56

b = 3.85,

p = 0.56,

r = 0.04,

CI = −9.12–

16.83

– – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = 1.22,

p = 0.63,

r = 0.04,

CI =

−3.86–6.30

– – b = 3.40,

p = 0.35,

r = 0.09,

CI = −3.84–

10.64

b = −1.81,

p = 0.40,

r = −0.08,

CI =

−6.07–2.46

– – – – – b = −0.11,

p = 0.84,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−1.15–0.94

– – – –

R-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

b = −2.56,

p = 0.37,

r = −0.07,

CI =

−8.15–3.03

– – b = −1.91,

p = 0.59,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−8.93–5.11

b = −1.17,

p = 0.76,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−8.76–6.41

– – – – b = −3.88,

p = 0.35,

r = −0.07,

CI =

−12.06–

4.30

b = 0.73,

p = 0.66,

r = 0.03,

CI =

−2.56–4.02

– – – –

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

b = −0.62,

p = 0.88,

r = −0.01,

CI =

−8.59–7.35

– – – – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

b = −1.88,

p = 0.52,

r = −0.06,

CI =

−7.69–3.92

– – b = −0.92,

p = 0.81,

r = −0.02,

CI =

−8.44–6.59

b = −1.55,

p = 0.69,

r = −0.04,

CI =

−9.21–6.11

– – – – b = −3.72,

p = 0.39,

r = −0.08,

CI =

−12.27–

4.83

b = 0.96,

p = 0.56,

r = 0.05,

CI =

−2.32–4.24

– – – –

CI

L-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

OR = 1.00,

p = 0.99,

CI =

0.26–3.87

– – OR = 0.78,

p = 0.81,

CI =

0.10–6.19

OR = 1.20,

p = 0.75,

CI =

0.39–3.73

– – – – – OR = 1.06,

p = 0.69,

CI =

0.81–1.38

– – – –

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

OR = 1.49,

p = 0.57,

CI =

0.39–5.74

– – – – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

OR = 0.63,

p = 0.55,

CI =

0.14–2.87

– – OR = 0.45,

p = 0.51,

CI =

0.04–4.73

OR = 1.30,

p = 0.70,

CI =

0.35–4.80

– – – – – OR = 0.98,

p = 0.91,

CI =

0.73–1.33

– – – –

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Global

Models

1) SCI 2) SCI* SCA 3) SCI + SCI No. 4) SCI * SCA + SCI No * SCA 5) SCI + SCI Vol 6) SCI *SCA + SCI Vol * SCA

Predictors SCI SCI SCI* SCA SCI SCI No. SCI SCI* SCA SCI No. SCI No. *

SCA

SCI SCI Vol SCI SCI *SCA SCI Vol SCI Vol

*SCA

T-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

OR = 1.28,

p = 0.72,

CI =

0.33–4.91

– – OR = 1.24,

p = 0.82,

CI =

0.20–7.87

OR = 1.03,

p = 0.96,

CI =

0.34–3.08

– – – – – b = 1.08,

p = 0.57,

CI =

0.83–1.40

– – – –

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

OR = 0.97,

p = 0.96,

CI =

0.23–4.00

– – – – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

OR = 0.68,

p = 0.63,

CI =

0.15–3.16

– – OR = 0.57,

p = 0.59,

CI =

0.08–4.40

OR = 1.17,

p = 0.79,

CI =

0.35–3.91

– – – – – OR = 0.99,

p = 0.94,

CI =

0.73–1.34

– – – –

R-SCI

any SCI

(all, n =

154)

OR = 2.02,

p = 0.33,

CI =

0.49–8.26

– – OR = 2.59,

p = 0.27,

CI =

0.48–14.17

OR = 0.59,

p = 0.63,

CI =

0.07–5.05

– – – – OR = 4.35,

p = 0.13,

CI =

0.65–29.16

OR = 0.58,

p = 0.30,

CI =

0.21–1.61

– – – –

>1 SCI per

decade

(all, n =

154)

OR = 1.63,

p = 0.64,

CI =

0.21–12.61

– – – – – – – – – – – – – –

Any SCI

(SCA only,

n = 106)

OR = 1.15,

p = 0.86,

CI =

0.24–5.51

– – OR = 1.44,

p = 0.71,

CI =

0.21–9.70

OR = 0.62,

p = 0.69,

CI =

0.06–6.57

– – – – OR = 2.51,

p = 0.38,

CI =

0.32–19.69

OR = 0.58,

p = 0.32,

CI =

0.20–1.69

– – – –

Values are regression coefficients (b), odds ratios (OR), probability values (p), semi-partial correlation coefficients (r), and 95% confidence intervals (CI) from global regression models. SCI, silent cerebral infarction; SCA, sickle cell anemia;

No, number; Vol, volume; L-/T-/R-SCI, Liberal/Traditional/Restrictive silent cerebral infarction definitions.
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